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Introduction & ThesisIntroduction & Thesis
The Shawangunk Mountain Ridge is aThe Shawangunk Mountain Ridge is a 
dynamic region of the Hudson River 
Valley. The historical and cultural 
evolution of the region can be paralleled to 
th hi t i l i f th U it dthe historical progression of the United 
States. The Shawangunks serve as the 
home to an aesthetically pleasing and 
unique ecological system. The landscape q g y p
of the region provides countless 
opportunities for outdoor recreation, along 
with a tranquil atmosphere, which acts as a 
relieving retreat from the hustle and bustlerelieving retreat from the hustle and bustle 
of modern society. These factors should 
motivate individuals to preserve this region, 
and to find a median between the growth 

d d l f d i d h
http://www.nature.org/wherewework/northamerica
/states/newyork/preserves/art12207 html2 and development of modern society and the 

maintenance of nature in the area.
/states/newyork/preserves/art12207.html2



Important FeaturesImportant Features
• Rare Natural Resources

– Dwarf Pine Forests3

– Rare plants4

– Ice Caves and Wetlands5
http://www.nature.org/aboutus/inresponse/about/art4576.html12

• Endangered Species
– 200 species of nesting birds6

Black bears bobcats rattlesnakes and more7– Black bears, bobcats, rattlesnakes and more7

– 27 rare plant and animal species8

• Supreme Outdoor Recreation
h d i l d d d

www.sierravisions.com/bearaware.html13

– Weather and time led to steep and rugged 
rock formations for hiking and climbing9

– Variety of locations for enthusiasts10

C i i l W h d R h A• Critical Watershed Recharge Area
– Provides drinking water to region11

www.haskell.org/keith/gunksphotos/html14



Important FeaturesImportant Features
―ThreatsThreats

• Proposed developments15

• Recreational use16

Fi i• Fire suppression17

―Efforts to Save and Preserve the Ridge
• Green Assets18

http://www.nature.org/wherewework/northamerica/states/
newyork/press/press1932.html23

• Biological Inventory19

• Conservation Center at Sam’s Point Preserve20

• Fire management plan21• Fire management plan21

• Over 11 (eleven) partner associations and preservations, not 
including private landowners/citizens, dedicated to the cause22
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ConclusionConclusion
The development of the Shawangunk 
R i h b h d b iRegion has been shaped by traumatic 
events. Extreme weather, fires, and the 
growth of human society with the 
exploitation of the regions natural resources, p g ,
are just some of the factors that have 
worked in conjunction to form the current 
state of the Shawangunk region. Although 
we as human beings do not have absolutewe as human beings do not have absolute 
control over the course of nature, we can 
influence its path significantly. It is 
imperative that we work diligently to 

h Sh k M i Rid
http://www.nature.org/wherewework/northamerica/states/newyork/p
reserves/art12373.html37

preserve the Shawangunk Mountain Ridge, 
"one of the last great places on earth," in 
order to allow future generations to enjoy its 
history, ecology, and opportunities to y, gy, pp
experience a piece of nature which has not 
been completely tainted by modern society.


